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this handy application is a great way to quickly nuke any of your junk files on your PC Key Features • Prevents your computer from being infected • Erases corrupted and unused files • Cleans up your hard drive for faster performance • Removes your Mac OS file storage troubles • Permanently removes your internet browsing history •
Prevents accidental deletions Reviews • Clean your Mac easily with this invisible cleaner • Clean up automatically with one click • Remove unwanted files and restore your drive instantly • Deletes permanently to protect your computer Manual Mode • Remove files manually • Quick access to your stuff when needed Usage • Click on any file
to delete it • In case you want to delete multiple files or folders at once, select them and hit the button • To speed things up, tap on the green arrow buttons System Requirements • Internet Explorer 7 or later • Mac OS X v10.4 or later Download Download Free Cleaner Flexibility and usability are the keywords that you can use to describe
Launchy, the tool that creates a.lnk (shortcut) file out of the web URL that you enter in the text box. Apart from the main window, the application offers you to specify the URL where you want to create the shortcut, the name, the icon, the target window (program), the time in seconds it will expire, the command line arguments, the command
(if you need it), the security level (optional) and the browser type (optional). The link can be created, customized or deleted just by clicking the appropriate buttons. We tested Launchy in the Windows environment and did not experience any compatibility problems, despite the fact that we were able to add or modify the parameters in the
text field. Our opinion Given its functionality and user-friendly interface, Launchy was a piece of software we enjoyed using thoroughly, mainly because it took away a lot of the hassle that you encounter when you try to create a shortcut manually. While less than ideal for advanced users, you can put to use Launchy for creating new
shortcuts for you and quickly exploring new websites without having to open the web browser for any reason. All in all, Launchy is a great, unobtrusive tool that takes care of the difficult task of creating shortcuts for you. Ease of use: Target: Ease of use: Sophos Anti-V
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This package provides 3rd party drivers for HFS+, NTFS, and EXT4 file systems. For more information on the specific distributions included in this package, please see the distribution files included. It's a free, relatively lightweight, and handy tool that has many powerful features. It can also be a good productivity booster for those who use
the default Windows 8's desktop, known as the Modern UI. Set the display size and orientation Windows Flip 3D allows you to switch any window and its content (usually applications) to your preferred screen, as well as screen orientation. It doesn't matter which type of mouse and other peripheral devices you use – you can easily do a proper
calibration and scroll along with them. Windows Flip 3D can be activated both from the [start] menu and Windows Flip 3D button in the system tray. The program has a limit of three simultaneous virtual screens (Windows don't like this, but there's no other solution). The application has two modes, simple and advanced. In the former, you
can preview how the window will look after the flip. In the latter, you can see the window's content in its new orientation. Slide to switch a window to the left or right with the mouse Windows Flip 3D 3D allows you to switch any window to a new location and orientation. The window will appear in a new window, moving to the position specified
by the mouse. This is not a very convenient solution if you need to switch two windows at a same time, but if you want to have more than one window visible at a time, this tool may be what you want. In addition, to switch a window from left-to-right with the mouse, double-click on the left edge of the window, without activating the window.
The application has one mode, simple. It allows you to preview how a window will look after the flip. Add a hand cursor to any window If you want to show a hand cursor (sometimes referred to as an "index" cursor) to the user of the window that you’re switching, set the cursor to hand. To set the cursor to hand, right-click on the edge of the
window, and choose Hand (mouse cursor icon) from the contextual menu. The left mouse button will appear on any window that's open, and the windows will snap to place. Move any window Once your mouse is over an edge of the window, simply click b7e8fdf5c8
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My Drive Recorder Recovery is a PC freeware application which enables you to recover data from your available storage devices. It uses advanced methods to work with data and makes a wide variety of available content backed up. Recover lost data from the storage devices: the freeware tool allows you to recover lost files and folders from
the: – External device – Internal Device – Disk image Many of them include videos and photos, music files, applications, and help you to recover data from your storage media like Memory cards, External hard drive, USB, External hard disk, Flash drive, Cloud storage, local drives such as your internal hard drive or the optical drive, digital
cameras, IP cameras, etc. Data recovery is not only limited to deleted files, but also to damaged files, names, directories, multimedia files, music files, photos and vedio files, application files, and help you to recover data from your storage media like your flash drive, memory card, modem, camera, mobile phones, mp3 player, etc. My Drive
Recorder Recovery is an easy to use, extremely easy to use software that can recover lost videos, pictures, music, and archives from any digital devices without the need of wrecking your data. It works with various types of portable memory devices such as pen drives, card readers, USB flash drives, MP3 players, and memory sticks. It is an
all-in-one tool that helps you to delete, recover, or remove the lost data from these storage devices. The application also has a built-in media player that helps you to preview and play back videos, pictures, and music. It is very useful to recover lost files and folders in your storage device. You can use this application to recover files and
folders from your computer (no matter whether you have corrupted them due to virus attack or the usual deletion), lost data from flash drive, memory card, USB, etc. This application offers solution for several purposes, they are as follows: Lost files and folders Contains corrupted files Data loss due to malware attack Device failure due to
hardware damage Software failure Recover missing files and folders Recovers deleted files and folders Recover deleted programs Recover removed files Recovers missing drivers Recovers deleted pictures Recovers deleted data Recovers lost pictures Recovers lost videos Recovers missing files and folders Recovers deleted music Recovers
removed videos Recovers lost files and folders due to virus attack

What's New In Purge?
To make photo deleting more convenient and fast, this program lets you select images you want to delete and can search files you don't need in a folder to which the program links. When it comes to advanced image editing tools, the program gives you a wide-range of abilities, such as removing noise, equalizing brightness, converting
photo to black-and-white, cropping, using filters, adjusting gamma and other picture adjustments. The application makes use of a simple interface and capable user controls. It requires a bit of experience, but once you grasp basic operations, you'll be able to use Purge Description for a long time, without thinking about its interface. What's
more, most of the supplied features will come in handy for you whether you're a beginner or an expert, while you also have the possibility to change many configuration parameters and the application's interface. If the program wasn't enough, it also provides a number of extra features such as previewing images and adjusting gamma with
real-time adjustment. Limitations The application is really simple to use, so you may have difficulty finding the tools you need for what you'd like to achieve. That said, none of its functions are limited, and the program is really easy to get acquainted with. Compared to programs that would offer a similar functionality, there's no way to
monitor background processes, which is a plus for people who work in front of a PC all day long. However, the program features a prompt system notifications that will help you remember what you were doing when a task is interrupted. Pros The interface is really simple and intuitive to use. The tools offered by the program will be of more
use to experienced users rather than beginners. Cons There's not much you can complain about in terms of the program's features and functions. The program doesn't offer much in terms of image previewing, so you'll most likely need to use the supplied utilities to check the quality of the output. ImageAdjust is a small, but efficient utility
program that lets you view and modify images in a whole host of ways. Adobe Photoshop How it works The interface utilizes a simple tree-based navigation mechanism, with direct access to separate tools or settings for specific image adjustments, as well as an easy-to-navigate overview of the current image effects. A window allows you to
specify your image resolution and open previews of new images and images made with a particular adjustment or tool. As for the tools, you're given
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System Requirements For Purge:
1. A computer with an Intel Core 2 Duo or faster CPU. 2. 2 GB of RAM 3. A DirectX 9-compatible video card that supports HD video resolutions. 4. Internet Explorer 9 or Firefox 3.6 or Safari 4 or Google Chrome 12. 5. Hard Disk: 4 GB free space 6. A dedicated internet connection and a stable Wi-Fi connection 7. A stable connection with the
server and the core of the game. What's New in Version 1.02? - Added
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